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Fig. 2. Typical convergence performance of the ASA in optimizing: (a) cost function f1(x; y; w) with initial (x; y; w)=( 1 :0; 0:0; 1:0) and (b)
cost function f2(x; y; u; w) with initial (x; y; u; w)=( 1 :0; 1:0; 1:0; 1:0).
For the optimization problem (21), the ASA algorithm always
converged to the solution
(xopt1;y opt1;w opt1)=( 2 :3704; 3:3598; 0:2004)
with ￿1 =1 3 6 :5897: (32)
The realization corresponding to (xopt1;y opt1;w opt1) is
Xopt1 =
1:3512 0:1687 2:7560
0:5888 1 0:9450
￿0:4750 0 0:3333
: (33)
The cost function f1(x; y; w) in a typical run is shown in Fig. 2(a).
It is worth pointing out that, in the previous study [5], a conventional
optimization method, the Rosenbrock algorithm, failed to achieve this
global optimum. For the optimization problem (22), two solutions
were found by the ASA, and they are
x
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opt2;y
(1)
opt2;u
(1)
opt2;w
(1)
opt2 =(2:7967; 0:1540; 0:3512; 0:2565)
with ￿2 = 111:9901 (34)
x
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opt2;y
(2)
opt2;u
(2)
opt2;w
(2)
opt2 =(￿3:0481; ￿0:1868; 0:2895; 0:4824)
with ￿2 = 111:9899: (35)
The corresponding realizations are
X
(1)
opt2 =
1:3512 1:7925 0:6277
￿0:4553 0:6204 ￿0:1664
￿0:6273 ￿0:6548 0:7129
(36)
X
(2)
opt2 =
1:3512 0:6274 ￿0:5069
￿0:6274 0:7129 0:1852
1:6101 0:5883 0:6204
: (37)
The cost function f2(x; y; u; w) in a typical run is shown in
Fig. 2(b). Since ￿ = minf￿1;￿ 2g = ￿2, the optimal PID controller
realization is either X
(1)
opt2 or X
(2)
opt2.
Table I summarizes the stability lower bound measures, estimated,
and true minimal bit lengths that can ensure closed-loop stability for
different controller realizations. The results given in Table I show
that ￿1(X) is a better measure of stability robustness, as it provides
a larger stability bound and a better estimate of B
min
s compared with
￿2(X). The ASA optimization strategy is very effective, and the
TABLE I
LOWER STABILITY BOUNDS,E STIMATED MINIMAL BIT LENGTHS, AND TRUE
MINIMAL BIT LENGTHS FOR DIFFERENT CONTROLLER REALIZATIONS
optimization process converges fast, as conﬁrmed in Fig. 2. From
Table I, two realizations X
(1)
opt2 and X
(2)
opt2 have the same stability
lower bound measure and the same estimate of minimum word length.
The largest absolute parameter value is 1.6101 for X
(2)
opt2 and 1.7925
for X
(1)
opt2. For practical implementation, therefore, X
(2)
opt2 is preferred.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Based on a new lower bound measuring stability robustness of
sampled-data systems with FWL considerations, the optimal real-
ization of an FWL PID controller can be interpreted as a nonlinear
optimization problem. An efﬁcient global optimization strategy based
on the ASA has been adopted to solve this FWL optimal real-
ization problem. The theoretical results have been veriﬁed using
the numerical example of a simulated steel rolling mill system.
This method can be extended to other ﬁnite-precision controller
realizations. In this work, the main emphasis has been focused on
the stability issues of digital controller structures subject to FWL
constraints. Ongoing work will explore the integration of the proposed
ASA optimization procedure with the closed-loop performance and
sparseness consideration of controller realizations.
APPENDIX
Deﬁne the n ￿ n diagonal matrix set: ￿n
￿ = fU = diag(u1;u 2;
￿￿￿;u n): ui 2f ￿ 1; 1g; 1 ￿ i ￿ ng. From the deﬁnition (16), we
have the following.
￿1; 2 =
5:3222 ￿ 2:4117i 16:3783 ￿ 16:1509i ￿6:4294 ￿ 6:8389i
￿0:2336 ￿ 0:2303i 0:5165 ￿ 1:1835i 0:4878 ￿ 0:1992i
7:6870 ￿ 8:1766i 40:9014 ￿ 16:6993i ￿6:4145 ￿ 16:8486i
￿3; 4 =
0:6130 ￿ 6:0505i 55:7394 ￿ 35:2729i 0:1727 ￿ 9:9017i
￿0:7948 ￿ 0:5030i ￿9:6135 ￿ 3:4161i 1:1885 ￿ 0:9662i
￿0:2065 ￿ 11:8384i 99:6482 ￿ 81:0121i 2:6112 ￿ 19:1031i
￿5 =
￿8:0215 ￿138:6951 13:1745
1:9778 34:1969 ￿3:2483
￿15:7514 ￿272:3494 25:8702
(31)